
OvercomeO
Use the overcome action to achieve assorted goals appropriate to
your skill.

Fail: Fail to overcome the obstacle or succeed at a serious cost.
Tie: Overcome the obstacle at a minor cost.
Succeed: Overcome the obstacle without any cost.
Succeed with style: Overcome the obstacle without any cost 
and gain a boost.

Create an AdvantageC
Use the create an advantage action to make a situation aspect that 
gives you a benefit, or to claim a benefit from any aspect you 
have access to.
Fail: With a new aspect, you don't create the aspect, or someone 
else gains the free invoke on it. With an existing aspect, someone 
else gains the free invoke on it.
Tie: With a new aspect, you gain a boost instead of a full aspect. 
With an existing aspect, you gain a free invoke on the aspect.
Succeed: With a new aspect, you create a new aspect with one 
free invoke. With an existing aspect, you gain a free invoke on
the aspect.
Succeed with style: With a new aspect, you create a new aspect 
with two free invokes. With an existing aspect, you gain two free 
invokes on the aspect.

AttackA
Use the attack action to harm someone in a conflict or take them 
out of a scene.
Fail: You fail to cause any harm to your target.
Tie: You cause no harm, but you gain a boost.
Succeed: You cause harm to your target equal to your the shifts 
you got.
Succeed with style: You cause harm as with any success, but 
you can also choose to reduce harm by one shift to also gain
a boost.

DefendD
Use the defend action to avoid an attack or prevent someone 
from creating an advantage against you.

Fail: You suffer the consequences of the action you defended 
against.
Tie: You grant your opponent a boost.
Succeed: You stop the action you defended against.
Succeed with style: You stop the action you defended against 
and gain a boost.

Tenuous: The aspect has only a small impact on the situation. 
Allows you to reroll your dice.

Invocations

Relevant: The aspect relates directly to the situation. Allows you 
to reroll your dice, gain a +2 bonus to your roll, pass a +2 bonus 
to another character’s roll (where appropriate), or create passive 
opposition of +2 or add +2 to existing passive opposition
(where appropriate).
Perfect: The aspect relates directly and specifically to this 
situation. Provides an instant successs on overcome, create an 
advantage, or defense actions. On attack, it provides a +3 bonus 
to your roll, or raises your attack to your skill +3 if that would be 
higher.

Absorb shifts of damage by choosing any combination of:

Damage

Take stress: Fill in an unmarked stress box worth a number of 
shifts equal to or greater than the damage.
Take consequences: Fill in an empty consequence slot with an 
appropriate new aspect and reduce the damage by the corres-
ponding number of shifts.

If you take any damage that you cannot absorb by taking stress or 
consequences, you are taken out. Before that happens you can choose to 
concede and receive a point of valor for each consequence you have taken 
in the conflict.

Recovery
Short Rest: When you can take half an hour to rest, you can 
recover your highest filled stress box.

Long Rest: When you can get a few uninterrupted hours of rest, 
you can recover all of your stress boxes and make a recovery roll 
on your lowest filled consequence slot.

Heroic Effort
Take stress: Fill in an unmarked stress box to add its shifts to the 
result of your roll. 
Take a consequence: Fill in an empty consequence slot with an 
appropriate new aspect to add that consequence slot’s shifts to the 
result of your roll. 

Restitutor
Orbis

The Ladder

+8 Legendary

+7 Epic

+6 Fantastic

+5 Superb

+4 Great

+3 Good

+2 Fair

+1 Average

+0 Mediocre

-1 Poor

-2 Terrible

Skills
Craft: Phyiscal labor & making things
Daunt: Insults, intimidation & provocation
Endure: Ability to withstand mental & physical adversity
Fight: Martial prowess, ability to attack and defend in combat
Know: Both what you know and how well you learn
Lead: Ability to organize, administrate, and command
Mark: Awareness, both in the moment and ability to investigate
Move: Ability to move both yourself and other objects
Scheme: Ability to deceive and execute clever or intricate plots
Skulk: Ability to remain undetected
Speak: Ability to speak eloquently 
Understand: Ability to read and empathize with other people


